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CONDENSATION HEAT TRANSFER OF Ill NARY MIXTURE REFRIGERANTS OF R22 AND R 114 lNSJDE A IIORIZONT AL TUllE 
Abstract 
Shigeru KOYAMA, Tetsu FUJII 
Akio MIYARA ancll-Iiroshi TAKAMAT'SU 
Institute of Advanced M~terinl Study, Kynshu University 6-1 Kasuga-shi, Pukuoka 816, Japan 
In recent years, increasing attention has been devoted to improving the thennodynamic performance of vapor compression heat pump systems by using nonazeortopic refrigerant mixtures as working fluid. In the development of the new system, accurate prediction or he:lt tnm,fer charactenstics in condensers and evaporators as well as thermodynamic properties of refrigerant mixtures is a rcqui,itc. 
In the condensation of refrigerant mixtures imide a horizontal tube, there are a few studies reported in literaturesCl-4). However, more extensive work on the mechani~um of the heat transfer is required because there are many possible combination:; among components, mass fraction, heat transfer surface configuration and another factors. 
The present paper deals with the experimental study on the condensation of the refrigerant mixtures of R22 and Rll4 inside a horizontal tube with internal spiral ftns. The present results for heat transfer and pressure drop are compared with the previous studies on the condensation of pure refrigerants inside a horizontal smooth tube. 
TRANSFERT DE CHALEUR PAR CONDENSATION DE MELANGES BIN AIRES D£ R22 ET Rll4. A L'!NTERIEUR D'UN TUBE HORIZONTAL. 
RESUME : Au cout'S des dernieres annees, on a porte de plus en plus d'attention a !'ame-lioration de la performance thermodynamique des pompes a chaleur a compression de vapeur, utilisant des melanges de frigorigi'mes non azeotropiques, Dans la mise au point de nouveaux systemes la prevision precise des caracteristiques de transfert de chaleur dans les condenseurs et les evaporateurs ainsi que des proprietes thermodynamiques de& melanges de frigorigimes est indispensable. 
Quelques etudes ant ete publi<:ies sur la condensation des melanges de frigorigimes a l'in-terieur d'un tube horizontal. Cependant des travaux plus pousses sur le mecanisme de trans-fer! de chaleur sont necessaires parce qu'il y a de nombreuses combinaisons possibles des composants, de leur proportion massique, de !a configuration de la surface de transfer! de chaleur et d'autres facteurs. 
Cette communication a traits une etude experimentale sur la condensation des melanges de R22 et de Rll4 a l'interieur d'un tube horizontal avec aiJettes internes en spirale. Les resultats actuels tiu transfert de chalem· et de la chute de pression sont compares avec ceux des etudes precedentes sur la condensation de frigorigencs purs a l'interieur d'un tube lisse horizontAl. 
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CONDENSATION HEAT TRANSFER OF BINARY MIXTURE REFRIGERANTS
 
OF R22 AND Rl14 INSIDE A IIORIZONTAL TUDE 
. Shigeru KOYAMA, Tersu FUm 
Akio MIY ARA and Hiroshi TAKAMA TSU 
Institute of Advanced Material Study, Kyushu University 
6-l Kasuga-shi, Fukuoka 816, Japan 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT 
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of an experiment~! apparatus, which is a vapor comp
ression 
heat pump loop composed mainly of 0.75 kW-closed type compressor 1, <moil sep
arator 2, a test 
condenser 3, a subcooler 5, an expansion valve 7 ttnd an evapormor 8. Heat source and heat
 sink units 
12 and 13 are used Lo supply water at conswnt temperature to the evaporator 
and condenser, 
respectively. Refrigerant tlow rate and pressure !eve.! in the loop are regulated by chan
ging the speed of 
compressor and the opening of expansion valve. The pressure level can be also modi
fied by changing 
the flow rate and/or temperature of water supplied to condenser anr.l evaporator. 
The schematic views of the test condenser anci test tube are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, r
espectively. 
The test condenser is a tube-in-Lube counterflow type conucnser, where refrigeram 
flows inside the 
inner tube and heat sink water flows countercurrently in the outer annulus. The inner
 tube is made of 
copper with dimensions as follows: outer diameter 9.52 mm, mean wall thickness 0
.60 mm, mean 
inner diameter 8.32 mm, fin highl 0.15 mm, number of fins 60, lead angle of fins 30. T
he outer tube is 
made ofpolycarbonate resin with an inner diameter of 1 (i mm. The total length of the conde
nser is 4.8 
m, and the outer annulus is subdivic.lcd into twelve •cction~ in order to merrsure the local h
eat transfer 
characterisrics, where the effective heat transfer zone in each section of 0_4 min leng
th is estimated to 
be 0.37 min length. 
The flow rates of refrigerant <tnd heat sink water are measured by a turbine-type flow
 meter and a 
floaHype flow meter, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The refrigerant temperantre T
P the temperature 
of heat sink water Ts and the vapor pressure P <tre me<~ sur~d ut the inlet and exit of each sect
ion, and the 
circumferential temperarme distribution on the outer surface of inner mbe Two is measu
red at the central 
position of each section by 4 copper-constantan thennoconples, rhe hot junctions of which are located 
at the top, left side, right side ancl bollom, as shown in Pig. 2. The bulk mass fracti
on of refrigerant 
mixtures, which is sampled at the discharge port of comprc;sor, is mea>ured by a gas c
hromatograph. 
Two kinds of pure refrigerants of R22 and Rll4 nnLlthrce kinds of their mixtures cont
aining about 
25,50 and 75% bulk molar fmctions ofRll4 were tested in the range> ot'refrigenmt m
ass velocity of 
77 to 358 kg/(m2 s) and condensing pressure of 0.3 to 2.1 MPiL 
DATA REDUCTION 
FigA shows a physical model used m calculate the axial distributions of the vapor q
uality X, the 
saturation temperature Tsat and the vapor and liquid mass fractions of Rll4 Yv and YL under the 
assumption that the radial distributions of temperature and concentration in the va
por layer can be 
ignored and thos" in the liquid film are abo ignored. The energy balance during each
 section of !l.z in 
length is expressed as 
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(1) 
where W r is the mass flow rate of refrigerant, Q is the heat transf~~ rate calc~lated from the flo':' r::te and temperature rise of heat sink water, hv and hL are the: specifiC entl~alptes of v~por and llqmd, resectively, and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the Inlet and exnof each sectwn , respectively. The vapor guality X is given by 
(2) 
where Yb is the bulk mass fraction of R 114. The local mass fractions Yv and YL are determined from the phase equilibria expressed as 
Yv = Yv(P, Tsml 
)i = YL(P, Tsml 
where Pis the pressure. Specific enthalphy of vapor hv is functionally expressed as 




where T, is employed as T wh~n Tr?: Tsm• and Tsat is employed as T when T, < Tsat· Specific enthalpy of liquid hL is also expressed functionally as 
(6) 
where it is assumed that the effect of subcool of liquid is negligible. By solving the simultaneous equations composed of eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) under the conditions that X at the refrigerant inlet is equal to 1 and !he measured data of W,, P, Q and 'J'b are given as known parameters, the axial distributions of X, Tsat• Yv and YL can be obtained. The phase equilibria given by eqs. (3) and (4) and the thermodynamic properties given by eqs. (5) and (6) are calculated by the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equationC5), in which the value of interaction parameter among different kinds of molecules was senled to be 0.976 by refering to experimental data for thermodynamic properties of R22+R1J4(6). 
Local heat transfer coefficient a is defined by 
a= ql (Tsat" Tw;) (7) 
with q = Q I (11: d; .1.z) , T wi =Two+ Q In (dofd;) I (2 1t .1.z A-wl 
where g is ~ local heat flux density, d; and d0 are the inner and outer diameters of test rube, respectively, Two is the arithmetic mean of four outer wall temperatures measured in each section, and A,. is the !hermal conductivity of tube wall. Average heat tmnsfer coefficient a is also defined by 
U: =q I C'fsat- Tw;) (8) 
with q = Wr Chv,z-o- hLp/) I (n d; l ) 'f;;nt = CTs.ll.z=O + T,m, z~l) I 2 . Twi = (L Twi L1z) I l 
where lis the total condensing length, the superscript~ denotes the mean value, and the subscripts ""0 and z=l denote the refrigemnt inlet and the position where the condensation has just completed, respectively. 
Frictional pressure drop during each section .1.PF is calculated by the following equation. 
where L1PT is the measured static pressure drop, .1.PM is the pressure change due w the momentum change, G is tbe mass velocity of refrigerant. Pv and PL are the densities of vapor and liquid, respectively, and~ is the void fraction which was estimated by Smith equation C7l. 
In the dimensionless expression of local heat transfer coefficient and frictional pressure drop, the thermophysical properties of superheated vapor, satur<l!ed vapor and saturated liquid at each local position are used as reference properties. In the dimensionless expression of average heat transfer coefficient, the themJOphysical properties of superheated and saturated vapors at the inlet of refrigerant and ~hose of satur~ted liquid at the end point of condensation are used. The thermophysical properties of mixtures are esllmated as follows : 1) the dynamic viscosity of liquid is calculated from the equation 
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expressed as In fLL = LYLi (in fLL;), and that of vapor is calculated from
 the Wilke equation(8J, 2) the 
thermal conductivity ofliquid is calculated from the eq
uation proposed by Chen et aJ.(9) and that of 
vapor is calculated from Wassiljewa equation(!O) and Lindsay-Bromley c
quation<ll), 3) both isobalic 
heat capacities of liquid and vapor are calculated from th
e equation expressed as Cp = Lyi Cp;. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Local Heat Transfer 
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the examples of the experimental results fo
r pure refrigerant R22 and 
refrigerant mixrure 52mol%R22+48moi%Rll4, respective
ly, where the heat sink water temperature T5, 
the inner wall temperature Twi• the refrigerant temper
ature T,, the saturation temperature Tsat• the 
function of vapor quality (1-X) and the heat flux density q are denoted b
y the symbolso,O,Ll.,V',O and 
•, respectively, and the section number used as an abs
cissa follows the order of distance from the 
refrigerant inlet. For pure refrigerant, superheated vapo
r entedng the test section is cooled down to 
saturated vapor state with accompanying condensation an
d the condensation proceeds at almost constant 
temperature until condensation has completed. Then, 
the condensate is subcooled. Therefore, the 
temperature difference (T801 - T8) in the condensing region increases 
with the increase of the distance 
from the refrigerant inlet. The heat flux density q decrea
ses in the now direction of refrigerant in the 
superheated vapor condensation region and remains almos
t constllllt in the saturated vapor condensation 
region. For refrigerant mixture, on the other hand, the satu
ration temperature Tsat gradually decreases in 
the flow direction of refrigerant and the magnitude of the
 decrease depends on the bulk mass fraction. 
The heat flux density q also decreases in the flow direct
ion of refrigerant. Forthermore, it is seen that 
the temperature difference (Tsat- T 5) can be kept almost const;mt d
uring the condensing region by 
properly regulating the flow rates of refrigerant :md heat 
sink water. 
Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the axial distributions of the outer wall tem
peratures for pure R22 and 
mixtrue 52moi%R22+48mol%Rl14, respectively, where
 the temperatures measured at the top and 
bottom of the test rube are represented by the symbolsoa
ndo, r~spectively, and the temperamres at the 
right and left sides toward the flow direction of refriger
ant are represented by the symbols Ll. and <7 , 
respectively. Figs. 6(a) and (b) correspond to the experiments 
shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), 
respectively. For pure refrigerant, the circumferential tem
pentturc difrcrence is small near the refrigerant 
inlet and gradually increases in the flow direction of rcfd
gerant during condensing region. This reveals 
that the flow pattern near the inlet is annular flnw like 
and changes into semi-annular flow like with 
condensation proceeding. In the semi-annular flow like re
gion (6 to 9 Sec. no.), the wall temperature 
decreases circumferentially in the order of right side, top, 
bollom and left side. It is inferred from this 
fact that the liquid film is defonned circumferentially by th
e grooves cut like a right hand screw. For 
refrigerant mixture, on the other hand, the circumferent
ial tempennure distribution in the condensing 
region is small and does not changes in the flow directio
n of refrigerant. Tandon et al.(2) reponed that 
the criteria to delinate different flow regimes for refrige
rant mixtures are the same as those for pure 
refrigerants. lt is inferred from the above mentioned fncts 
\hat the temperature at the vapor-liquid 
interface changes circumferemially in the case ofreft·ig
erant mixtures. This also reveals that the mass 
transfer in the vapor layer is an important factor for the c
ondensation of refrigerant mixtures. 
Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the measured loc
al Nusselt number (Nu)cxp and the cal-
culated values (Nu)cai• which is estimated from an empirical equati
on for pme refrigerants inside a 
horizontal smooth tubc<12J. The local Nusselt number is
 defined by Nu = Ct d;f A.L, where A.L is the 
thermal conductivity of liquid. The (Nu)exp values for R22 and R 114 a
re higher than the (Nu)~Cal values 
by 40 - 70% and 50 - 80%, respectively. These fact
s reveal the effectiveness of condensation 
enhancement due to the internal spiral fins. The enhan
cement ratio (Nu)cxp/CNu)cai for refrigerant 
mixtures is smaller than that for pure refrigerants and the
 axial variation of the ratio is affected by both 
the bulk concentration and now rate of refrigerant. 
Average Heat Transfer 
Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the measured avera
ge N usselt number for pure refrigerants 
and the following empirical equation, which was obt
ained for the condensation of pure organic 
substances inside a horizontal smooth tube by Fujii and Nagmi13J. 
(10) 
where Nu =a I /A.L is the average Nusse!t number, H = CpL(Tsat- Tw;) 
I (hvsat.""'O- hLsat.zd) is the 
Phase change number, Rez = PL Uv l illL lS the two-phase L~ey_nolds number, R
 = lPL f.lv(Pv f.lv) pn 
is the p-1-\. ratio, PrL =I-lL Cprfo.L is the Prandtl number o
f hqmd, Uv 1s the mean vapor veloc1ty at the 
refrigerant inlet, and the suliscript sat denotes the saturat
ed state. The measured :values are ~bout. 100% 
higher than the values predicte~ by the equati?n (10). Thts proves t
hat the mternal sp1ral fms are 
effective in enhancing condensauon. The expenmental 
result~ for pure refngerants can be correlated 
well by the following equation which is the same as eq. (10) except fo
r a cm1stant. 
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(11) 
Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the experirnent<~l results for refrigerant mixtures and the equation (11). The data are lower than the values predicted by eq. (11 ). This reveals that the average hear rransfer coefficients for refrigerant mixtures are lower than those for pure refrigerants. 
Fi&:._!O shows the relation between the rM_io (Nu)0 ,pi(Nu)pJ and bulk molar fraction of Rll4 Yb, where (NJ:tlexp is_!he measured value and (Nulcal is the prettictcd v;llue by eq. (11 ). The relation between (Nu)0xpfCNu)caJ and Yb can be approximt1ted by the following equation. 
(Nulcxp/(Nu)cal = }y = 1 - 0.73 Yh + 0.37 YJ/ + 0.36 Yb3 (12) 
As shown in Fig. 11, the experimental data for pLlre and mixed refrigerants crm be correbted well by the equation which was obtained by combining the eqs. (11) and (12). 
Pressure Drop 
Fig. 12 shows the examples of the results of pressure drop, where the closed and open symbols represent the measured static pressure drop 1\.PT ~nd the c;tlculated pressure change due to momentum change 1\.PM, respectively. The values of!Ll.PTI and!Ll.PMI increase with the increase of mass velocity G. 
Fig. 13 shows the frictional pressum drop plotted on the coordinate of <I>v vs X11, where the symbols• and 6 denote the present results ;1nd tile previous ;tudy for the two-phase ilow of R22 in a horizontal smooth pipe(I4), respectively, and the ~r"d line denotes Lockhmt-M<Ininclli relationC15). Figs. (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond 10 the results of R22, Rl14, 75mol%R22+25mol%RI 14 and 25mol%R22+75mol%Rll4, respectively. The Lockhart-Martinelli parameters <l>v and X 1, are defined by 
where (1\.Pp/Ll.z)z is the frictional pressure gmdient calculated from cq. (9) and (1\.P/1\.zlv is the pressure gradient if all the fluid flows in the tube as a vapor. It is seen that the present results for the relation between <I>v and Xn arc not affected by the bulk concentration and are correlated well by l.ockh~m-Martinel!i relation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental study of condensation of refrigernnt mixtures of R22 and Rll4 inside a horizontal tube with internal spiral fins was carried out for a tube-in-tube counterflow type condenser in the ranges of refrigerant mass velocity of 77 to 358 kg/(m2 s) and condensing pressure of 0.3 to 2.1 MPa. The conclusions obtained are as follows: (1) It is graphically shown that the axial distribulions of saturation temperature, heat flux density, etc. for the refrigerant mixtures are different from those for pure refrigerants. (2) By comparing the local heat transfer coefficient measured with rnose predicted from an empirical equation for the condensalion of pure refrigerants inside a horizontal smooth tube, it is revealed that the condensation is enhanced by internal spiral fins, and that the enhancement rarios of refrigerant mixtures are lower than those of pure refrigerants and the <lxial distribution of the ratio is affected by both the bulk concentration and flow rate of refrigerant. (3) Average heat transfer coefficient for pure and mixed refriger::tnlS can be correlated well by the equation obtained by combining eqs. (Ill and (12). (4) Frictional pressure drop was eSLimltted from the measured static pressure. The relation between <Dv and X,, is independent of molar fraction and is correlated by the Lockhan-Maninelli relation. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 
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6 Thermocouple (heat sink water) 
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8 Partition plate 
4 Pressure tap 
Fig. 2. Test condenser. 
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A~A Cross section 
Fig. 3. Test Tube (inner tube). 
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Fig. 5. Examples of experimental results. 
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Fig. 6. Examples of axial dislribution of tube wall temperature. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison between (Nulcxp and (Nulcal· 
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Fig. 12. Examples of axial distribution of pressure drop. 
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Fig. 13. Frictional pressure drop. 
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